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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let MP, p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying the 
conditions (2.1)-(2.3). Let Sz be an open set in R”, and let 9((M,), s2) and 
9( { M,}, Q), Sz z [w”, denote the test function spaces of Beurling type and 
Roumieu type of ultradifferentiable functions of compact support, respec- 
tively. The corresponding ultradistribution spaces, denoted by 9’( (M,), a) 
and 9’( (M,}, 51) are generalizations of the Schwartz space 9’(G). Other 
spaces of the above type, consisting of ultradifferentiable functions on g, 
are I((M,), Sz) and &‘( {M,}, Sz), respectively. These are generalizations of 
the Gevrey-space rd(C2). For various properties of these spaces we may 
refer to [S, 10, 12, 163. If any result is true for both types of spaces then 
(M,) and (M,} will be replaced by the same MP. 
Assume that P(D) is a partial differential operator with constant coef- 
ficients. An ultradistribution EE g’(M,, R”) is said to be a fundamental 
solution of the operator P(D) if P(D) E = 6. In terms of this definition of 
fundamental solutions we define M,,-hypoelliptic operators, extending the 
definition of Schwartz of hypoelliptic operators. Nevertheless, we also 
extend the Schwartz criterion of hypoellipticity to M,-hypoellipticity. 
Let M(p) be the associated function of the sequence MP in the sense of 
Komatsu [ 111. Let P(c) be the hypoelliptic polynomial associated with the 
operator P(D). Then we extend Hbrmander’s algebraic characterization of 
hypoelliptic operators to M,-hypoelliptic operators in terms of the function 
M(p). This problem has been investigated earlier by Bjorck [6] for Beurl- 
ing class of non-quasi-analytic functions, but our results are valid for quasi- 
analytic class also. Moreover we unify both Beurling and Roumieu classes 
of ultradifferentiable functions. 
Assume that P(D) is a d-hypoelliptic operator of type p [3]. Let o 
denote a plane piece of the boundary of Sz, and let Qi(D),..., Q,(D) be 
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given partial differential operators with constant coefficients and consider 
the boundary value problem 
(1.1) 
Barros-Neto [3] has given a set of necessary and sufficient conditions in 
order that all solutions of the boundary value problem belong to 
P’(l2 u co), whenever f~ TCd’(S2 u CO) and g, E @(CO), ldv<p, 
d= (d, ,..., d,,, ,). He has considered different degrees of regularity with 
respect to the different variables. The other works that discuss the above 
problem are [ 1,2, 4-81. 
In the second half of the present paper the above problem is investigated 
for M,-hypoelliptic differential operators with f~ 8(M,, Q u CO) and 
g, E I(M,, o), 1~ v d p. A set of necessary and sufficient conditions are 
given for the solutions of ( 1.1) to belong to &(Zt4,, 52 u CD). Here we restrict 
all the variables to satisfy the same regularity condition. However, the 
results of this paper can be extended to the case in which all the variables 
satisfy growth rates governed by different sequences satisfying (M.l), (M.2) 
and (M.3). 
2. THE QUASI-ANALYTIC CLASS-Mp AND 
M,,-HYPOELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
Let {M,), p=O, 1,2 ,..., be a sequence of positive numbers. Sometimes 
the following conditions are imposed on IW,. 
(M. 1) Logarithmic convexity: 
M;~MppMp+,, p = 1, 2,...; (2.1) 
(M.2) Stability under ultradifferentiable operators: 
MP<AHP min MyMpPq, p = 0, 1, 2,...; (2.2) 
o<q<p 
(M.3) p! < AHPMp, p = 0, 1) 2 ).... (2.3) 
It has been pointed out by Rudin [18] that the imposition of condition 
(M.l) does not affect the generality of the sequence {M,}. It is interesting 
to note that the Gevrey sequence (p!)‘, da 1, satisfies the above 
requirements (M.l )-(M.3). Notice that instead of non-quasi-analyticity 
condition as used in [ll] we are using the less restrictive condition (2.3) 
which allows the functions to be quasi-analytic. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. For each sequence Mp of positive numbers we define 
its associated function M(p) on (0, co) by 
M(P) = sup log(~P~d~,). 
P 
(2.4) 
If A4, satisfies (M.l) then by Komatsu [ 11, Proposition 3.2, p. 491, 
Mp = MO sup (p”/exp MP 1). 
P 
(2.5) 
Conditions (M.l), (M.2) can be expressed in terms of the function M(p) 
[ll]. The condition (M.3) implies that 
M(P 1 G UP + b, a, b > 0. (2.6) 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 52 be an open subset of [w” and let M, be a 
sequence of positive numbers. We say that a function u E C”(Q) belongs to 
Beurling class (M,) (Roumieu class (M,}) if, to every compact set Kc 52, 
and to every h > 0, there is C > 0 (resp. there are positive constants h and 
C) depending on u and K such that 
sup ID”u(x)l < ch’*’ M,,, , VafzN”, [al =p=O, l,... (2.7) 
I E K 
where 
D’=Do; . *. 0; = (l/iQ’8~,)~’ . . . (l/i +?x,,)‘~, 
Ial =a,+a,+ ... +a,. 
In [ 111 u is called an ultradifferentiable function. The space of all such u 
is denoted by &(M,, h, K). The norm 
IDW)l 
makes &(A4,, h, K) a Banach space. Next, we define 
(2.8) 
I(M,, 52) = pyj !rn irid lirn b(it4,, h, K). (2.9) 
In case p ! > M, (i.e., there exist constants C and L such that 
Mp < CLpp !), then b((M,), 52) consists of all analytic functions. In case 
(M.3) holds, &((A!,), Q) is the space of quasi-analytic functions. From 
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[ll, p. 453 we know that &({p!}, Q) is the space of all real analytic 
functions. For M,= (P!)~, da 1, the b((p!)‘, a) coincides with the Gevrey 
space fd(Q) [20]. 
In what follows MP will designate both (M,) and {M,} unless stated 
otherwise. We shall consider the partial differential operator with constant 
coefficients: 
P(D)= 1 a,DP, a,E@,m> 1. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We say that the partial differential operator P(D) is 
M,-hypoelliptic if, for every open set Q c R” and every ultradistribution 
Te9’(Mp, Q), PTgb(M,, Q) implies TE 6(Mp, Q). 
Hypoelliptic operators have been characterized by Schwartz [19] in 
terms of regularity properties of their fundamental solutions. The 
corresponding characterization for M,-hypoelliptic operators is given by 
the following: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let M, satisfy (M.2). Zf P(D) is M,-hypoelliptic then 
every fundamental solution belongs to 6(Mp, R”\(O)) and, conversely, if 
there is a fundamental solution belonging to 6(Mp, R”\(O)) then P(D) is 
M,-hypoelliptic. 
Proof: The proof of the first part is trivial. We prove the second part. 
Assume that M, satisfies (M.2). Let EE 9’(Mp, R”) belong to &(M,, 0) 
and T E S’( M,, 52, ), where Q and 52, are open sets in R”. Then by a 
theorem of Komatsu [ll, Theorem 6.10, p. 711, T*EE&‘(M,, 52+S2,). 
Now, assume that PE = 6 and that the ultradistribution 
EEC?(M~, R”\(O)). Let u be a solution of Pu=S, where fEb(M,, Q), Q 
being an open subset of IV. To prove that u E d(M,, Q), we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that f has compact support. Then 
u = &u = PEW = E*Pu = E*f: 
Hence by the above result of Komatsu, UE b(M,, Q). This, coupled with 
the Ehrenpreis’ principle that every partial differential operator with con- 
stant coefficients possesses a fundamental solution, completes the proof (see 
[7] and [20]). 
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3. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL P(i) AND 
A CHARACTERIZATION 
Hiirmander [lo] gave a characterization of the hypoelliptic operator 
P(D) in terms of its characteristic polynomial 
p(i)= 1 a,i” 
IPI Gm 
(3.1) 
where i = (c, ,..., c,) E @” with ii = (j + i~j, 1 <j < n. Let 
N= {~Ecn:P(~)=O} (3.2) 
denote the variety of zeros of P(c). For every < E R”, let 
45, N)= inf 15-P (3.3) 
<EN 
be the distance from 5 to N. Then we have the following generalization of 
Hbrmander’s conditions [lo]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that Mp satisfies (M.l) and (M.3). Let P(c) be a 
constant coefficient polynomial, let M( [cl) be the function (2.4) and let N be 
the same as in (3.2). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(A) There is a constant C > 0 such that 
M(l11)6C(l+IImil) forallCEN; (3.4) 
(B) There is a constant C’ > 0 such that 
M(I5I)<C’(l+d(<, N)) for all PER”; (3.5) 
(C) There is a constant C” > 0 such that 
cw51 )I’“’ I ~‘“‘(5)l d c”(l+ Ip(r (3.6) 
for all p EN” and all 5 E KY’. 
Proof. (A)*(B) From [15, Lemma 1.10, p. 1421 we know that 
M(u + u) < M(2u) + M(2v). (3.7) 
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This together with (2.6) gives 
Wl5l)QW lil)+W2 b-51) 
~C(1+2IImil)+M(2d(5,N)) 
6 C(l + 245, N)) + wwr, N)) 
<C(1+2d(<,N))+2ad(&N)+2b 
6 C’( 1 + 45, N)). 
(B) + (A) If c E N, we have 
We i, N) G IRe i - il G IWOI. 
From (B) with 5 = Re [ we have 
M(\Re[()<C’(l+d(Rei, N))QC’(l+ IImil). 
Now, M((Im [\)<a IIm([)j + b. Therefore 
M(flil)~M(IReil)+M(IImil) 
6 C”(1 + IWiN). 
Thus 
Wlil)G ,“‘(I + IWOI). 
(B)+(C) Let P(“)(&J ~0, otherwise trivial. We need the following 
result due to Hbrmander: 
For every m > 1, 3C, > 0 such that for all polynomials P of degree Gm, 
(3.8) 
for all r E Iw” such that P( 4) # 0. 




Cl+ 45, NJ) 1 + ,p(r), 6 C VtE R”, pzo. 
So that by (B), 
This is (C). 
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(C) =t- (B) For Vp E N”, (C) yields 
Using (3.7) this yields 
C,‘(d(S, Jo-’ M(l<l) < Cl. 
Hence M((<() < C,d(t, N), V< E R” such that P(t) #O. If for some 5 E KY, 
P(t;) = 0, then (C) 3 M( I<1 ) < Cz. Then the last two inequalities yield (B). 
In view of Theorem 2.4 we can define M,-hypoelliptic operators as 
follows: 
DEFINITION 3.2. If every fundamental solution of P(D) u = 0 belongs to 
d(M,, 0) for some open subset Q c R”, then P is said to M,-hypoelliptic. 
Thus, if G(x) is locally in $(M,, s ) for x # 0, then P is M,-hypoelliptic. 
Moreover, if P is M,-hypoelliptic then it is hypoelliptic. 
In Theorem 3.4 we give a characterization of M,,-hypoelliptic operators 
in terms of their characteristic polynomials. To prove it we shall use the 
following result given by Friedman 18). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S2 be Q bounded domain and let I be its boundary. If u is 
a solution of P(D) u = 0 in some neighbourhood a of a = 52 u I and if u is a 
C”-function in some neighbourhood P of I (f;c 6) then u is a CT-function 
in Sz and 
where C,(r)= P,(D,) G(t), Pk and Qk are polynomials of degree <m, m 
being the order of P(D). 
THEOREM 3.4. P(D) is (MJ-hypoelliptic ({ A4,}-hypoelliptic) if and only 
if all the points c E N = {[: P(c) = 0) satisfy: for every A > 0 there exists 
B > 0 ($or some positive constants A and B) such that 
IImQ kAM(IReil)-B. (3.9) 
Proof. Assume that P is M,-hypoelliptic. Let Vc v’ c V” be three con- 
centric balls about the origin of radii r, Y’, R, respectively. Let x = x0 E V 
and f be boundary of I”, then from Lemma 3.3 it follows that 
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Since Ck are the derivatives of GE d(M,, Q) in view of (2.7), 
J PC/&- rl)l $< C,h;IM,. x-r 
From [8, p. 3021 we also have 
Therefore, maxl.Yl Qr ID4 u(x)1 d C,hqM, maxlXl G R ~u(x)[. Taking U(X) = 
e -ix‘s, where P(c) = 0, we get 
So that 
<MA exp( -M(lillW. 
(R - r)lrll 2 Wlillh) -hdMoCd 
Replacing i/h, by 5 we arrive at the condition (3.8). 
To prove the converse we show that the fundamental solution G(x) of 
P(D) u = 0 is locally in 6(M,, . ) if x # 0. The proof requires a modification 
of the analysis used by Friedman in proving [S, Theorem 4, pp. 304-3091. 
Assume that xi> a>0 (j= l,..., n). We replace loglajl by M(itjl) and 
estimate the integrals there. For the integrals on the right-hand side of 
[S, (2.16), p. 307-J we replace the manifold T2 by the manifold T; defined 
by 
~<51<~, h,=AM(51)-& r2=<2, -P<<*<P. 
We may assume that a is sufficiently small so that there exists a positive 
integer r such that aA/ < l/r. Then for s E Fz, we have 
kix‘cl = exp( -x1 VI) < A, exp [ +fK)] - 
=A,exp[ -fM&)]. 
Therefore on using (2.4) we have 
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Now, choose p = q1 r + 2r and apply (2.2) successively to see that the last 
expression is bounded by A,HqMq, where A, depends on H whenever B 
depends on A. Furthermore, we have 
Similarly the integrals on the other Qi on page 306 of [8] can be estimated. 
This then completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If P(D) is elliptic then it is M,-hypoelliptic. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of [S, Theorem 9, p. 3161. 
To simplify the analysis, in what follows, we shall consider only 
Roumieu-type spaces; the results can be carried over to the Beurling-type 
case without much difficulty. 
4. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let P(D, D,) denote a partial differential operator with constant coef- 
ficients on Iw” + r of the form 
where 
P(D, D,) := Dy+ 2 uj(D) 07-j 
j=l 
(4.1) 
D = VI,..., D,), Dj=fky 
I 
and aj(D) are polynomials in D. For any p = (pl ,..., p,), an n-tuple of non- 
negative integers, set 
DP = 0’;’ . . . 0,” 
IPI ‘PI+ .‘. +pn and p! =pl!...pn!. 
DEFINITION 4.1, A differential operator is of type p if there exists a com- 
pact set Kc R” such that whenever [E W\K, P([, z), as a polynomial in z, 
has p roots with positive imaginary parts. 
Let R”,+ ’ = {(x, ,..., x,, t): t>O, x~E(W} and R, n+ l be its closure. Let 52 be 
an open subset of W$+’ with plane piece of boundary o in 
Q= {(Xl,..., x,, 0,). 
Let Cg(P++ ‘) (resp. Cg(s2 VW)) denote the set of Ck with support in 
R”,+ l (resp. Q u w). 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let Q,(D, I),),..., QJD, D,) be p-partial differential 
operators with constant coeffkients. Then (P(D, D,), Ql(D, III),..., 
QJD, D,)) is said to define a M,-hypoelliptic boundary value problem in 
Sz if and only if: 
(1) P(D, D,) is M,-hypoelliptic of determined type ,u. 
(2) All solutions u in Ck(SZuw) of the boundary value problem 
(4.2) 
with f in B(M,, Sz VW), g, in B(M,, o), belong to &(M,, Quo), where k 
equals the maximum of the orders of P, Q 1 ,..., Q,. 
Let d denote the set (SEC”: P(s, r) = 0 has /J roots with positive 
imaginary parts none that are real}. Let tl([),..., r,(l) be the ,u roots of 
P(c, r) with positive imaginary parts for each [ in d. Set 
and define the characteristic function C(c) of the boundary value problem 
(4.2) by 
C(c) := R(K,: Q,,..., Q,) = det ‘l(” *‘(‘)) 
rIl<k (Tk(i) - M))’ 
(4.3) 
According to Hormander [9] C(c) is analytic function of c in d. 
5. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
The following theorem provides necessary and sufficient conditions in 
order that a boundary value problem be M,-hypoelliptic. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 44, satisfy (M.l), (M.2) and (M.3). Then the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (P(D, D,), Q,(D, D,),..., Q,(L), D,)) defines a M,-hypoelliptic 
boundary value problem. 
(2) Every solution u E Ck(g u w) of the homogeneous boundary value 
problem 
P(D, D,) u = 0 insZuw 




belongs to b(M,,, SL u 0). 
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(3) Let C(5) be the characteristic function of the boundary value 
problem (P; Q 1 ,..., Q,). There are constants A and B such that the set 
D:= {cE@“:AM(jReiJ)-B>[Im5(} (5.2) 
is contained in & and the characteristic function C(c) does not vanish in D. 
(4) There are ultradistributions K(x, t) and K,(x, t), 1 < v < p, belong- 
ing to b(M,, R; + ’ - (0) ) and satisfying 
P(DD,) K(x, t) = 6x0 6, - B(x) 0 6, in R”++ I 
Qv(D, D,) KvI.;;=O lGv<p 
(5.3) 
and 
WA D,) 4(x, t) = 0 in rW;+’ 
QdD, D,) K I w; = 6,,v(dx - B(x)) in rW;; 
(5.4) 
where fl E Z(M, R”), and or,, is the Kronecker symbol. 
Proof. That (1) implies (2) is obvious so we prove that (2) implies (3). 
Let H(S2uo) be the linear subspace of Ck(SZu o) consisting of the 
solutions of the boundary value problem Pu = 0, in 8, Q, u ) w  = 0, I< v < p. 
We consider two topologies on H(SZuw). The first one, T,, is defined by 
the seminorms 
YK,~u)= 1 sup JD”u(x, t)l 
,p, <k (-GI)EK 
where K runs over the compact subsets of Quo. Let T, be the second 
topology on H(S2 u w) defined by the seminorms 
1 
TK(u)= sup I---- 
(x,t)e~ p hlP’ M,,, 
P’u(x, t)l 
where K runs through the compact subsets of Sz u o. Since Zf(Q u o) is a 
closed subspace of Ck(S2 u w) and Ck(Q u o) equipped with T, is a Frechet 
space, it follows that H(S2 uo) is a Frechet space. It is easily seen that 
H(S2uo) equipped with T, is also a Frechet space. By open mapping 
theorem the two topologies are equivalent. Hence for any compact set K 
there is a compact set H and a constant B> 0 such that for all 
u E H(Q u co) we have 
~du) G BYH(u). (5.5) 
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We now apply (5.5) to exponential solutions of the homogeneous boun- 
dary value problem. We set 
u(x, t) = ei<x*c) u(t), 
where v(t) satisfies 
P(l, D,) u(t) = 0 
Q&L D,) ~(0) = 0, v = 1, 2 )...) /A. 
(5.6) 
From [9, Theorem 1.1, p. 2301 it follows that (5.6) has a nontrivial 
solution if and only if i E d and C(c) = 0. In applying (5.6) to u we con- 
sider only derivatives in I up to order k and all orders in x. Thus we have 
Sup qpi$- I~“‘] lei(x*c)J lu”‘(t)l (X,I)EK p IPI 
<B 1 sup lip’1 Jei<“Vi>l /u(‘)(t)1 
,p,$K(X.‘)EH 
(5.7) 
where P = (P’, 0 = (pl ,..., P,,, 1) with Z<k. Since Ip( = (p’( +1 and by (2.2), 
M,,, Q AHIP” +’ M ,p,, MI, the left-hand side of (5.7) can be replaced by 
where h,=hH. If we set r)=~up~~,~~~~lxI, 61=sup~x,,)EHI~I, 
a = su~(~,,,~~ t and b = su~(~,,)~~ t and assume that Kc H, then using (2.3) 
from (5.7) we obtain 
In [9, pp. 234,248] Hormander has shown that there is a constant C 
depending only on .U such that for all solutions u of (5.6) we have 
sup IU”‘(Z)l < c sup Iu(‘)(t)l. 
O<r<b o<r<a 
Thus there exists a constant B’ such that 
< B’h$ Mk l[lk e(6+6v)lrmcl. 
IP’I 
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Using the inequality 
we get 
Therefore 
Now, setting r-k = s and using (2.2) we have 
Applying [ 14, Lemma 1.9, p. 1421 this yields 
ew Wlillb 2 112 1 A <B, eWmil, 
from which we get 
WlCOQMl+ Irmil) (5.8) 
for all i E & and C(5) = 0. 
(3) * (4) follows from (5.8). 
The Fundamental Kernels 
In order to prove that (5) * (6) we construct the fundamental kernels of 
the boundary value problem. For each r E R” let C(l) be defined by (4.3). 
Then C(t) is a polynomial in r and according to Hormander [9] there 
exists a constant M > 0 such that for all Zj E R” with 
I51 >M, C(5) zo. 
Next, for v = 1, 2 ,..., m, f > 0 and for all 5 satisfying ) (1 > M deline the 
function H,(<, t) by 
ffv(5, t) = C&K,; Ql(C $t)h-., eifs(s),..-, Q,(t, ~(O)llCft) (5.9) 
where 
RV$; Qi(5, I,..., e”‘(‘),..., Q,(t, $5))) 
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indicates that in the determinant appearing in (5.9) the vth row has been 
replaced by (eirrlC5),..., eirzmCe) ). It is easily seen that H,(& t), 1 < v < m, is a 
solution of the initial value problem 
Q,(k D,) H,(t, 0) = 6,,,> l<l<m. 
Now, we introduce a function G,(& t) defined by 
the integral being absolutely convergent if the degree P(<, T) in z is >2, 
and convergent if it is equal to 1. Obviously, 
f’(t, D,) Got& t) = &t). 
Next, for all 151 2 M, set 
(35, 2) = Gd5, t) - f (Qdt, D,) G,)(t, 0) HAL f). 
V=l i 
Then G([, t) is a solution of the initial value problem 
(5.10) 
P(t, D,) G(5, t) = d(t) 
Qr(5, D,) G(t, 0) = 0, ldl<m 
(5.11) 
for all 151 B M. Assume that M > 0 is such that when ItI> M, G and H,, 
1 < v < m, are well defined. We define a new function ~(0 E B(M,, R”) by 
x(0 = 1, I51 GM 
= 0, 151 > M+ 1. 
(5.12) 
Then, from [9] we know that 
(l-x(t))G(t,f) and (l-x(t))H,(Lf), 16vG~ 
are tempered distributions for all t > 0, and therefore their inverse Fourier 
transforms can be defined by 
Mx, t) = FF’(U -x(O) G(t, t)) (5.13) 
and 
K(x, t) = F,-‘((1 -x(t)) H,(t, f)). (5.14) 
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We shall prove that K(x, t) and K,(x, t) belong to b(M,, rW;+ l- (0)) and 
satisfy the bobndary value problem 
P(D,D,)K=6,O6,-P(x)O6, in R”,+ l 
QvtQ D,) KI w; = 0, l<v<p 
(5.15) 
while K,, 1~ I < p, satisfies the problem 
where 6,, is the Kronecker symbol and j? is an analytic function belonging 
to Z,, the space of Fourier transforms of elements of g(M,, Q) [16]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf the condition (5.2) holds, then there are constants L, and 
Cl such that 
Proof. From (5.2) we have that c E d, C(c) = 0 and 1111 + + co implies 
IIm cl + +co. This by [l, Lemma 2.1, p. 71 is equivalent to: 
There are positive constants M and y such that the set 
D,=(r~C”:IRei(‘/~>M(l+IlrnrJ)} (5.18) 
is contained in d and C([)#O for all [ED. So that (5.17) follows from 
[l, Lemma 3.2, p. 111. 
LEMMA 5.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.2, for all 
j=O, 1, 2 ,..., there are constants A,, B, and C, independent of j such that 
(a/at)i G([, t) = G”‘(c, t) and (a/&)iH,(<, t) = Hi,)(<, t) are analytic in the 
set D and satisfy 
IG(j’ti, ?)I <A{+l IiIB’expC-C,tM(~I~I)I (5.19) 
and 
IH:i’(L t)l <A{+’ ICI “exp[-C,tM($ Kl)l, 1 <vbp (5.20) 
for all <ED, and ta0 and all Odj<a- 1. 
ProoJ Since operator P is M,-hypoelliptic, there is a constant C > 0 
such that 
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implies P([, 2) # 0. Therefore a complex root 7 of P(c, z) = 0 must satisfy 
M(lRe Cl)< CA1 + IIm 4 + IIm 71). 
Hence 
Assuming that for all 5 ED, 
M(IRe~l)~2C,(l+IIm50, 
we have that P(c, t) = 0 and c E D imply 
IIm zl > M(IRe 51). 
Also, ICI < (IRe (1 + (Im [I), (3.7) and (2.6) imply 
M(lU)<M(2 lRe5l)+W IIm~l) 
~M(2IRerl)+2aIImrl+2b. 
Hence 
WlU)GCdW IReL’l)+G(1+2 IIm~l)<C,M(2 IRe~l), V[ED. 
Thus, P([, z) = 0 and [ E D imply 
IIm 4 2 C&N IO 1. (5.21) 
We note here that the roots of P(c, 7) = 0 satisfy the inequality 
IT( ~4lrl~+ I), (5.22) 
and from (5.8) we get 
zf:j)([, t) = 
R(K,; Ql(L t(C)),.-, (it(O) ei’r(5),...,Q,(L t(C))) 
C(C) 
Furthermore from [9] we have 
IW&; Q1(5, $i)),..., (iz(i)J’ ei’r(c),..., QJL $i)))l 
G fi ( ‘T1 sup IQP’K, W) 




where K is the convex hull of tr(c),..., z,(c). Also, we have 
Using (5.21) and (5.22) this gives 
l-$((i~~e”‘)1 ~C,exp[-fCqM(~151)](A’Y’(I~IE’+1Y’. (5.24) 
Combining (5.17), (5.23) and (5.24) we get (5.20). The proof of (5.19) is 
similar to that of (5.20). 
THEOREM 5.4. The kernels K,(x, t) (1 < v < p) belong to 
CqM,, i-z;+’ - (0)). 
Proof. We follow closely [S, pp. 306-3093 and prove that K,(x, t) is 
locally in d(M,,, . ) for x # 0 and t > 0. Let V be a bounded domain in R”. 
Then we have to show that 
(K( -x, t), 4) = [ x(x, t) 0) dx 
for any 4 E g(M,, V), where X E J?(M,, .). 
We define E in the following way [S]. 
where the integration is over a Hormander ladder T [8, p. 2851. To sim- 
plify the notation we consider the case n = 2. The proof for n > 2 needs 
slight modifications. Divide the c-plane into nine regions Qj by <I = +p, 
c2 = kp and denote by 52, the bounded square. Choose p sufficiently large 
such that outside 52, 
where A and B are constants for which (5.2) is assumed to hold. We set 
(Ej, $)=jT, $(i)(l-~(i)) ffv(i, t)di (j= l,..., 9) 
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where Ti is the projection of sZj on T. We need to show that 
where 3 are in b(M,, V). This will then complete the proof on using the 
fact that on V, K,( -x, t) = (27c)-” C 3(x, t). 
We follow the procedure [S, p. 3061 where we replace the integral 
J-(e”““/P(s)) U’S by j eix.[( 1 -x(c)) H,([, t) d[ and we modify the domain of 
integration by replacing log( 10~1) by M( Iti I). Thus, for the integral 
ST; (ei”‘ilP(S)) 4 on the right-hand side of [8, 2.16, p. 3073 we replace Yz 
by pz defined by 
The estimate for ~8”~ (c E p2) is obtained as follows: 
le”“il =exp[-x,q,]<A,exp [ - +ir,)l, 
on choosing aA/ < l/r for some positive integer r. Then, using (5.20) 
where B, can be taken to be a positive integer, we have 
NOW, choosing p = (q, + B,) r + 2r and applying (2.2) it can be shown that 
the last expression is bounded by A7H;1 +j M,, +i. Similarly, 
(1 -x(i)) H,(L t) 4 
The integrals on the other Qj are similarly estimated. 
To complete the proof we make use of the facts that 
a-1 
P(D,D,)K,(x,t)=O and DyKY= c P,(D)LY;K, 
j=O 
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where P,(D) are polynomials in D, of degree <D -j. Then we prove by 
induction that to every compact Kc R"++ l, 
sup ID”, D; K,(x, t)l < C'P'+i+l NPM,p,+i 
(&f)EK 
(5.25) 
for all p, j = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Inequality (5.25) is obviously true for all 0 <j < 0 - 1. 
Let us assume that (5.27) is true for all j c cr + m, m > 0. Then the proof 
is completed by showing that the inequality is true for j = c + m also. 
Finally, to prove that (4) * (1) we construct a parametrix of the boun- 
dary value problem in the next section. 
6. A PARAMETRIX OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Let 
9(Mp, W;+l; R;l,p)=2qMp, R”,+‘)xGqM,, &)x ... x&l4,, R;;) 
where in the last product there are p copies of 9(Mp, R;l). An element of 
9(Mp, w;+*, W;;, p) will be denoted by 9 = (f; g, ,..., g,). Similarly we can 
define the spaces 
6(Mp, w;+ ’ ; R;;, cl), 9(Mp, Sz u o; CD, p) and 6(52 u o; w, cl). 
For given partial differential operators (P; Qr,..., Q,) we define 
P:u~~(M~,Ruw)-*(pu;Q,u,...,Q,#) 
E&14p;12uvw;o,p) 
where Qyu denotes QJD, D,) ulw, 1 <v < p. Let us define an operator E 
from 9(Mp; G! u 0; 0, p) into b(M,; Sz u w) as follows: 
E%=K*f+ f K,dg 
v=l 
where * denotes the convolution in R”+ ’ and *’ the convolution in R”. 
From (5.3) and (5.4) it follows that 
FE%=%-L% 
where L% = (p(x) *’ f(x, 0); p(x) *’ g,(x),..., p(x) *’ g,(x)). Then E is 
called a parametrix of the regular boundary value problem defined by 
(R Q, ,..., Q,) and L a smoothing operator. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that the distributions K(x, t) and K,(x, t), 
1~ v < p, as defined by (5.13) and (5.14), respectively, belong to 
6(M,, !R8”,+ 1 - (0)). Then (P; QI,..., Q,) defines a M,-hypoelliptic boundary 
value problem. 
Proof Let 52, be a relatively compact open subset of 52 with plane piece - 
of boundary o,co such that Q,uo,cQuo. Let cr~g(M~,RgR++l) be 
such that IX= 1 on 52, uor. We have 
P(m) = (g; hl ,..., h,) (6.1) 
with gE9(M,,, s2uw) belonging to B(M,;Q’uw’) and h,E9(Mp, o) 
belonging to b(M,,; Sz’ u o’), 1 < v 6 p. Since K and K, are tempered dis- 
tributions they are elements of 9’(M,, RR+’ - {O}). Hence by a result of 
Komatsu [ll, p. 711 on convolution of ultradistributions it follows that 
@(au) E &AI,, 52’ u co’). We also have 
-(au) A= (1 -x(5)) G(t, t) gA(5, t) 
+ “;, (1 -x(t)) H,(L t) h,(t). 
So that from (6.1) the problem 
fY5, D,Kau) -(t, t) = g *(5, t) 
Qdl, o,)(au) ?5, t)l,=O=hL-(O, l<v<p 
for [[I > M, has a unique solution given by 
Thus, 
s co KoA(t, t -s) g-(5, s) ds +i 4% t) h,*(t;). 0 V=l 
(1 - x(t))(au) 75, t) = EfYafih 
and hence 
u = EP(au) - p *’ (au) 
where p(x), the inverse Fourier transform of x(c), is an entire analytic 
function. Since B(x) is analytic, the convolution j *’ (au)(x, t) is analytic in 
x and of class C” with respect to t. Also E&au) E d(M,, 0’ u w’). Finally, 
since P(D, D,) u = f E &?(M,, a’ u o’), it follows that u E &(M,, 52’ u 0’). 
Since Sz’ and w’ are arbitrary, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
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